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1. Write the missing words: 

a. quick quickly more quickly most quickly 

b. slow slowly more slowly most slowly 

c. brave bravely more bravely most bravely 

d. fast fast faster fastest 

e. hard hard harder hardest 

f. bad badly worse worst 

g. good well better best 

 

2. Finish the sentences: 

a. Prem ran quickly but Mohan ran more quickly. 

b. Anu wrote clearly but Maya wrote more clearly. 

c. Raj shouted loudly but Rahman shouted more loudly. 

d. Jane worked hard but Janki worked harder. 

e. Jack wrote badly but Sanjiv wrote more badly. 

f. Parul worked well but Peggy worked better. 

 

3. Finish the sentences: 

a. All the girls wrote neatly but Molly wrote most neatly. 

b. All the boys ran quickly but Tim ran most quickly. 

c. All the soldiers fought bravely but the captain fought most bravely. 

d. All the girls spoke slowly but Anu spoke most slowly. 

e. All the boys sang well but David sang best. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Answer the questions: 

Name Questions Answers 

Rose Which boy ran the fastest? Prem ran the fastest.  

Anu Which boy ran the most slowly? Raj ran most slowly. 

Raj Which girl ran the fastest? Maya ran the fastest. 

Maya Which girl ran the most slowly? Rose ran most slowly. 

Mohan Which girl ran faster than Raj? Maya ran faster than Raj. 

Prem   

 

Name Questions Answers 

Raj            (31/100) Which girl did the best? Maya did the best. 

Mohan     (35/100) Which girl did the worst? Rose did the worst. 

Rose         (44/100) Which boy did the best? Prem did the best. 

Prem        (60/100) Which boys did the worst? Raj and Mohan did the worst. 

Anu          (85/100) Which boy did better than 
Rose? 

Prem did better than Rose. 

Maya       (95/100)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


